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Alice + Freda Forever: A Murder In
Memphis

In 1892, America was obsessed with a teenage murderess, but it wasn't her crime that shocked the
nationâ€”it was her motivation. Nineteen-year-old Alice Mitchell had planned to pass as a man in
order to marry her seventeen-year-old fiancÃ©e Freda Ward, but when their love letters were
discovered, they were forbidden from ever speaking again.Freda adjusted to this fate with an ease
that stunned a heartbroken Alice. Her desperation grew with each unanswered letterâ€”and her
fatherâ€™s razor soon went missing. On January 25, Alice publicly slashed her ex-fiancÃ©eâ€™s
throat. Her same-sex love was deemed insane by her father that very night, and medical experts
agreed: This was a dangerous and incurable perversion. As the courtroom was expanded to
accommodate national interest, Alice spent months in jailâ€”including the night that three of her
fellow prisoners were lynched (an event which captured the attention of journalist and civil rights
activist Ida B. Wells). After a jury of "the finest men in Memphis" declared Alice insane, she was
remanded to an asylum, where she died under mysterious circumstances just a few years later.Alice
+ Freda Forever recounts this tragic, real-life love story with over 100 illustrated love letters, maps,
artifacts, historical documents, newspaper articles, courtroom proceedings, and intimate, domestic
scenesâ€”painting a vivid picture of a sadly familiar world.
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Four and a half stars.Alice + Freda Forever promised to hit all of the buttons of my literary interests:
young love, LGBT themes, history, and murder. This book definitely delivered, and made for a book
that I couldn't put down.The great thing about this book is that it seems to be really, really well
researched. I'll be the first one to admit to you that I had never even heard of this murder until I
came across this book. Coe includes historical settings, background information, family information,
and even hand-written letters in this book, making it feel authentic and accurate. It's clear that
history and representation was the forefront of this book, and I think that's great. I learned a lot,
without it being so preachy that it seems like a text book. Coe managed to make fact read like
gripping fiction, and it really worked for me.I also really liked that this book was full of illustrations. It
was a nice touch and helped me more easily visualize what was going on. Plus, if you take off the
sleeve on the hardcover edition, there's an illustration embossed on the book itself. I think that was
a really pretty, nice detail that I wouldn't have thought about.And then of course, there's the story
itself. It's fascinating. It's disturbing and creepy and morbid but you can't help but to keep reading,
and even sympathizing with the characters in this book. I started out thinking "who could possibly
commit such a crime against the one they love?" but the more I kept reading into their personal
stories, the more I started to get it. That's another part of what makes this tale so disturbing, it
seems so... Normal. Relatable almost, as strange as that is to say about a murder.
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